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1. Introduction. In this paper we shall investigate the problem given by the
equation
(LI)

u,t{t, x) - M^.,(r, x) + aut{t, x) - but^^{t, x) +
+ f^{t, X, u{t, x), Ut{t,x)) + {f2{t, X, u{t, x), Ut{t, x))% =
= g{t, x) , {t,x)eR

X {0, I),

by the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
(1.2)

u(t, 0) = u{t, I) = 0,

teR

and by the condition of co-periodicity mth respect to the time variable t
(L3)

u{t + œ,x) - u{t, x) = 0,

{t,x)eRx

(0, 1).

Here a ^ 0, Ь > 0 are given constants and g,fx and/2 given functions ш-periodic in t.
In the sequel we give some sufficient conditions on /^ and/2 to ensure the existence
of a solution to the problem (LI)—(L3). The presence of the term —bUfxx is essen
tial. It is sometimes called the internal friction (cf. [21]) or (following Ebihara)
the strong dissipation.
The corresponding IBV problem (if not stated otherwise we always have in mind
the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions) has been studied by many authors
under various restrictions on the elliptic part and on the nonlinearities / j .
Greenberg, MacCamy, and Mizel [16] studied the equation (1.1) with a = 0,
9 = 0,fi = 0 and u^x replaced by a more general term (Ö"(W^))^, where cr is a smooth
increasing function, (j(0) = 0. Their third-order equation
(1.4)

u,,{t, x) ~ {(r{u,{t, x))% - bu,,J^U x) = 0

governs the purely longitudinal motion of a homogeneous thin bar which, in its
original stress free state, is of uniform cross-section and length /. If x is the position
of a cross-section in the original configuration and u(t, x) and т(?, x) are respectively
the displacement of the section from its rest position and the stress on the section
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at time t, the equation of motion is
(1.5)

QoUft = T^ ,

where ^o is the constant density of the bar in the rest position. The equation studied
in [16] is obtained from (1.5) by introducing a specific constitutive assumption on
the dependence of the stress т on the strain (deformation gradient) u^ and the time
rate of change u^^ ^f strain, namely
(1.6)

T = ö'(w,v) + bu^t,

and setting QQ = 1, (For more general nonhnear stress-strain relation т = a{u^, и^^)
see Dafermos [7], Ebihara [10], [11], or Prestel [32].) The constitutive equation (1.6)
corresponds to the simplest possible model of a visco-elastic material whose stress de
pends on the history of the motion. The visco-elastic term Ьи,,^ reflects the past
history of the strain u^. The positive constant b is interpreted as a viscosity coeffi
cient. These imperfectly elastic materials fall in the category of the so called materials
with internal friction (see [21]).
If the effect of viscosity is not introduced, (1.6) contains only the elastic part
ö'(w^) of the stress (nonlinear Hooke's law), we get the nonhnear wave equation
(1.7)

u,t = «Wx))^

and it is well-known (see e.g. [29]) that under various hypotheses on a and for smooth
initial data the equation (1.7) does not admit, in general, global smooth solutions
since some second derivatives become infinite in a finite time, the solutions contain
shocks. In [16] it is shown that if the stress depends on the past history of motion in
an appropriate way these shocks cannot occur. The authors in [16] (followed by
[14], [15]) prove the existence of a unique classical global stable solution under the
condition that the initial data UQ and w^ belong to ^^([0, /]) and C^([0, /]), respec
tively. The proof is based on some special properties of the Green function for the
heat equation.
Initiated by [16] a series of similar results has appeared and generalizations in
various directions have been given. The aim of Yamada [39] is to weaken the as
sumptions of [16] and give a simplified proof by means of the semigroup theory.
Several authors deal with the n-dimensional equation corresponding to (1.4),
n

(1-8)

Utt - J] (о',(М:.,))л-, -

b AM, = g

i= l

with (Ti rather general or, on the other hand, quite special functions. Tsutsumi [36]
applies his result for the abstract equation u" — Au + Bu' = g to the IBV problem
for (1.8) with ai{0 = ^^^~S p > 1. Yamada [38] treats the same abstract equation
with В = B(^t) and generalizes Tsutsumi's results. In particular, he does not require
the homogeneity of A and consequently his result can be applied to (1.8) with only
"polynomial-like" functions a^.
Using compactness as well as monotonicity arguments Clements [5] shows the
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existence of a solution of the IBV problem and of a periodic solution under the
monotonicity and coercivity conditions on functions GI = (7i[t, x, w^.) which are
allowed to be of polynomial growth in u^.. In all the three preceding papers weak
solutions (solutions with a finite energy) are found. The existence of strong solutions
to the IBV problem is estabhshed in Clements [6] provided ai are increasing functions
in u^. of at most linear growth. The latter restriction makes it possible to use a mere
compactness argument.
Caughey and EHison [4] examine the equation (1.4) with (J{^) = ^ and with an
additional Lipschitz nonlinearity of the type/(^, x, u, u^, u^, u^^, u^^)- Exploiting the
Fourier series expansions, the Banach contraction principle and the Liapunov type
stabihty techniques the authors are interested in the existence, uniqueness and sta
bility of classical solutions. To get global solutions they assume small initial data
and introduce the concept of the exponential Lipschitz function / . Similar questions
concerning the strong solutions to the IBV problem for (1.8) with (7i[0 = i and g =^
= f{u) where f{u) ^ CQ for all w e ^ (CQ ^ 0), lim sup (/(w)/w) й 0 and /(0) = 0
are taken up in Webb [37] by means of some results on analytic semigroups. The
stability analysis rests upon the Liapunov functional approach combined with
some topological dynamics. The semigroup theory is also apphed in Fitzgibbon [13]
to the study of the abstract problem u'' — Ли — ЪАи' = F{t, и, и') where the linear
operator A is supposed to be the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup.
Local solutions are obtained by means of the Schauder fixed point theorem. Then the
conditions on the growth of F are given to ensure the existence of global solutions.
A great attention to the equations with strong dissipation has been paid by Ebihara.
In [9] he treats the equation (1.8) with Oi^^) = ^ and g replaced by a nonlinear
perturbation term of the form / = uj^{u, u^^, u^.^) + /2(1/,, u^,t, w^.^^,) where / 1
a n d / 2 are polynomials with constant coefficients. Using the small energy method he
proves the existence of a unique global classical solution assuming the initial data
to be sufficiently smooth and small. The same results are obtained in [10] for the
one-dimensional wave equation with the strong dissipation of the form [djdx) .
. [(p{u) (1 + a^u^ + ajwj + a3wj) w^J where otiE R, p, q,r e N and ^ is a positive
bounded function with some other properties.
The main objective of Andrews [1] is to study (1.4) with a non-monotone. The
detailed study of the Green function for the heat equation, the fixed-point theorem
due to Krasnosel'skii and the maximum principle technique are used to prove the
existence of a unique weak solution. In addition to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions the author treats also the boundary conditions (T{u^{t, Of) = u{l, t) = 0
which correspond to the case when one end of the bar is stress-free and the other
fixed. Some further properties of solutions are examined in Andrews-Ball [2].
The initial-value problem for the equation (1.8) is dealt with in Pécher [31] and
Yamada [40]. Pécher obtains a unique global classical solution by means of the
Banach contraction principle and of à priori estimates under the assumptions
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that dl is increasing if n ^ 2 and for n = 2 of at most cubic growth. Yamada gets
local classical solutions for n arbitrary and cr- increasing. Tn fact, he treats a somewhat
more general equation
n

(1.9)

w, -

j ; ai,{u^^,..., w^J u^^^. + cu, - bAut = g

with CE M. He shows that there exists a unique global classical solution provided
с > 0 and imposing the smallness condition on the initial data. In the proof he
converts the original problem to the initial-value problem for the abstract evolution
equation.
The equations of the type (1.8) are of importance by themselves because of their
usefulness in appMcations. As we have seen, they arise in the theory of visco-elasticity
(cf. [16], [12]). Further, we can encounter them e.g. in hydrodynamics (cf. [24]).
There is still another reason (mathematical; however, physically motivated as well)
why to investigate them. Namely, it turns out that they can be used to study the
nonlinear wave equations. In [16] it was conjectured that if Ь -> 0 + the global
solution of (1.4) approaches some preferred weak solution of the corresponding
nonlinear wave equation. The idea to add an artificial higher order derivative (here
it is "U^^^ multiplied by a small parameter b, solve the problem for 0 < Z? < bo
and then let Ь -> 0 + leads to the so called artificial viscosity method. This method
is successfully performed by Davis in [8] and Yamada in [40]. Using the Fourier
series technique Davis gets local classical solutions for the IBY problem for the
nonlinear wave equation (1.7) with a{^ = a^^ + a2^^ (^i > 0, ^2 > 0). Yamada
passes to the limit Ь -» 0 + in his equation (1.9) and obtains a unique classical (in
general, local) solution of the initial-value problem.
Before turning to the periodic problems let us note that there is a number of
treatments dealing with equations containing the term —Au^ the elliptic part of which,
however, is degenerate or not present at all. See e.g. [3], [9, II], [11], [22], [23], [31].
In addition to Clements [5] already mentioned some other papers have appeared
dealing with periodic solutions to the equations of the above discussed types with
various nonlinear perturbations. Sowunmi [33] looks for weak periodic solutions
to the Dirichlet problem for the equation (1.4) with non-zero right-hand side g[t, x)
periodic in t and a of "almost linear" behavior. He uses a topological method of
continuation with respect to the parameter. Using compactness and monotonicity
methods Kakita [20] deals with weak periodic solutions to the Dirichlet problem
for the equation (1.8) with (Ji{c) = | ^ ^ {q ^ 2) and with an additional nonlinear
term of the form p(|w|^) u^ where ^(s^) is a non-negative, function on R of polynomial
growth. (In fact, the study of somewhat more general equations is included.) The
problem in an abstract setting is investigated (in linear and weakly nonlinear cases)
by Straskraba-Yejvoda [34] and Herrmann [19]: in [34] by means of spectral in
tegrals and in [19] by means of the time-space Fourier method. In the latter paper
a special attention is paid to the regularity of solutions in the hnear case.
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In the present paper we investigate (generalizing [18]) periodic solutions with
finite energy to (1.1) and (1.2) with/,- = fit, x, y, z) (i = 1, 2) co-periodic in t. The
restriction will be imposed on the growth at ± oo of/^ with respect to the variable z
which is allowed to be at most linear. Further restrictions on/,- refer to the rate of the
growth with respect to j at + oo (F* set of conditions) or at the origin (2"^ set of
conditions). In the first case we get solutions for any right-hand side g co-periodic
in t (even for first-order distributions over (0, /) such as the Dirac delta function
ô(x — XQ), XQ e (0, /)) with no restriction on its size. Since the only tool in the proof
is a compactness argument the functions fi may be rather general in the sense that
no monotonicity assumptions are made. In particular, the theory yields the existence
of an co-periodic solution for any right-hand side g co-periodiC* in t under the condition
that fi and /2 are any continuous and bounded functions on ^ x [O, /] x R^,
co-periodic in t.
Our plan in this paper is as follows. In the next section we recall some notations
and results, in particular two embedding theorems. In Section 3 we begin the study
of the corresponding IBV problem for the corresponding hnear case, i.e. we assume
/j, = /2 = 0. To prove the existence and correctness of a solution with finite energy
(weak solution) the standard Faedo-Galerkin method is used. In Section 4 we convert
the equation (again in the Hnear case) to a system of first-order equations and using
the method from [28] we show the exponential decay of the associated semigroup
(for a similar result see also [37]). Once we have this basic result we are in a position
to prove the existence of a unique periodic solution in the linear case. This can be
done, for instance, by a simple application of the Banach contraction principle as
we show in Section 5 (for another simple approach see [17], p. 154).
The result on isomorphism (Theorem 2) shows a great difference between our equation in the linear case and the similar one in which b = 0, i.e. the telegraph [a Ф 0)
or the wave equation. For the latter two equations such a result is no longer valid
(see [19]). In this sense our equation is more closely related to parabolic equations
than to hyperbolic ones. (Another feature which relates our problem to the parabolic
problems is the analyticity of the semigroup S associated with the operator A in
(4.1), cf. [37].)
In the final Section 6 we first recall two results on compact embeddings. Then we
apply the Schauder fixed-point theorem to the nonlinear case. Finally, two sets of
conditions on functions /^ arid /2 are given ensuring the existence of co-periodic
solutions to (1.1) and (1.2).
2. Preliminaries. In what follows let /, T and со be arbitrary but fixed real positive
numbers. We use the standard notation. In particular, the symbol /V denotes the set
of positive integers, R the set of real numbers, Lp(0, /) (for each p, 1 ^ ^7 ^ 00) the
(real) Lebesgue space, H\^, I) ( - И^ДО, /)) (m e/V) the Sobolev space, Я^(0, /) =
= {и; и e Н\0, /), u{0) = и{1) = 0}, Н~\0, I) the dual to Я^(0, /). The inner
product in L2(0, /) (as well as the duality between HQ(0, Г) and Я~^(0, /)) is denoted
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by (•, •) and the corresponding norm by | • |. The inner product in Яо(0, /) is denoted
by ((•, •)), i.e. ((w, v)) = {u^, v^) for all U,VE HI{0, /), and the corresponding norm
by II • 1|. The norm in Я " ^(0, /) is denoted by || • ||^.
Let X be a Banach space. We denote by Lp{(o, X){1 ^ p ^ oo) the space of (classes
of) strongly measurable functions u: R -^ X ш-periodic and such that
Mb^ico^x) = ( I НЩх

dA %

00 if

1 ^ p < 00 ,

where the integration with respect to t is taken over any interval of periodicity, and
1"1коо(со;х) = supess ||w(0||x < 00 ,
t

The spaces Lp{0, T;X) (1 ^ p ^ œ) of functions u:{0,T)-^X
are defined analogously.
If X is separable and reflexive then Lp{0, T;X) for 1 < p < со is SL reflexive
Banach space with the dual space topologically isomorphic to L^(0, T; X*), where
Ijp + ijq = 1, X* being the dual space to X. The dual space {L^(0, T; X))* is iso
morphic to the Banach space L^{0, T; X*).
By H"'((o,X) (me/V) we denote the space of (classes of) functions u: R-^ X
for which all derivatives in the distributional sense up to the order m belong to
L2(co, X). It is a Banach space (or a Hilbert space if X is such) with the norm
J=0

The space Я'"(0, T; X) is defined analogously.
By C((D\X) we denote the space of continuous co-periodic functions u: R -^ X
with the norm
h\\c(co;X) = max||w(ï)||;^,
t

and analogously for C([0, T ] ; X).
If w e Li(0, T; Li(0, /)) then there exists a function û{t, •) measurable on (0, T) x
X (0, /) such that u{t) = ü{t, •) a.e. on (0, T) and ueL^{{0, T) x (0, /)). The
function Û is determined uniquely on (0, Г) x (0, /) up to a subset of measure zero.
If UEC{[0, T];Lp{0, 1)) then there exists u{î, •) measurable on (0, T) x (0, /) such
that u(t) = u{t, •) for every t e [0, T ] . Using the usual hcence we shafl identify the
''abstract" function и and the corresponding "two argument" function u. Adopting
this identification we can write L2(0, T; L2(0, /)) = L2((0, T) x (0, /)) and so on.
In the sequel the derivative djdt is denoted by the prime ', the derivative djdx
by V and d^ldx^ by A.
At the end of this section let us recall two embedding theorems. The proofs may be
found e.g. in [27].
Lemma 1.

H\0,

Corollary 1.

H\0, T; НЦО, I)) Q C([0, T) x [0, /]) .

Lemma 2.

T; Я^(0, /)) Q C([0, T] ; Я^(0, /)) •

L2(0, T; Я^(0, /)) n H\ö, T; H~\0,

I)) Q C([0, T ] ; £2(0, /)) •
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3. Linear initial-boundary value problem. We shall start with the study of the
corresponding linear IBV problem which is given by the equation (1.1) with /^ =
= /2 = 0, the boundary conditions (1.2) and the initial conditions
w(0, x) =

UQ{X)

,

Ut{0, x) = Wi(x) ,

X G (0, / ) .

We rewrite the equation and the initial conditions in the abstract form
(3.1)

u"{t) - Au{t) + a u'{t) - b Au\t) = g{t)

(3.2)

w(0) =

(3.3)

M'(0)

UQ

a^O,

(3.5)

,

satisfying

Ь > 0,

geL^iO^T;

(3.6)

t e (0, T ) ,

= u, .

Theorem 1. Let a, b, g, UQ and u^ be given,
(3.4)

a.e.

H-\OJ)),

^оеЯ^(О,0,

(3.7)

U,EL2{0,1),

Then there exists exactly one function и e Я^(0, T: Hl(0, /)) which satisfies
(3.1)-(3.3).
/ / we denote и = ^{UQ, i/^, g), % is a linear continuous mapping of HQ(0, /) x
X L2(0, /) X L2(0, T; H-\0, /)) into H\Q, T; Я^(0, /)) n Я^(0, T; Я"^(0, /j).
If и e H\0 T; Hl{0, I)) satisfies (3.1) then in view of (3.5) we get u" e
e L2(0, T; H~^(0, /)). By Lemmas 1 and 2 we have
ueC([0,T];Hl{OJ))
and
M'eC([0,r];L2(0,/))
so that the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) make sense.
The precise meaning of the equation (3.1) being fulfilled is the following:
[-{u\
Jo

(p') + {{u, cp)) + a{u\ (p) + b{{u\ cp))] dt =
Jo

[g, cp) dt + (w^, ^(0))

for all functions cp such that cp e £2(0, T; Я^(0, 1)), cp' e L2(0, T; L2(0, /)) and
cp{T) = 0.
We have just specified the sense of the equation (3.1) but let us rewrite it once
again in an equivalent form (see [25]), which is more appropriate when using the
Faedo-Galerkin method:
(3.8)

- {uXt\ w) + ((u(0, w)) + a{uXt), w) + b((w'(0, w)) = {g{t), w)
dt

(in the sense of distributions over (0, T)) for all w e HQ(0, I).
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P r o o f of t h e u n i q u e n e s s . Let и E H\0, T; Hl{0,1)) satisfy (3.l)-(3.3) with
^ = 0, Wo = 0, and Wi = 0. Let us apply a functional from £2(0, t; Я~^(0, /)) given
by the left-hand side of (3.1) to u' e £2(0, t; Я^(0, /)), t e [0, T] arbitrary. Since
|î/(r)|^ =

{и"{т), W'(T)) dz

and
i||«(0||'=

Jo

\'i{u'{r),u{r)))dr

we get
i[\uVf + ||i/(OP) + aï' \UXT)\^ dT + Ь Г ||W'(^)P dr = 0, te [0, T] ,
Jo

Jo

and this implies и = 0.
Proof
Galerkin
Let us
tions are

of t h e e x i s t e n c e will be carried out by means of the standard Faedomethod.
choose a basis (i.e. a linearly independent set whose finite Unear combina
dense) {w,^}^t,^ in the space Hl{0, /). (In particular, we may take
^^(^).Äsin'^"-^,

keN.

These functions form an orthonormal basis in Яо(0, /) and the relation
{{^k. >^)) = - y - {^k. ^)
holds for any w e Я^(0, /) and к e N.)
The approximate solutions are looked for in the form
m

where д^.„^ are defined by the system of linear ordinary equations
(3.9)

(ы;;(0, w.) + ((i/,/0. ^j)) + a{Klt\

Wj) + b[{ujt), wj)) = {g{t), w,)

{j = ] , . . . , m)
and by the initial conditions
(3.10)

и Jo) = t/o,„,

w;„(0) = Wi^ ,

where UQ,,, and w^,„ are such that
m
(3.11)

Worn = Z ^/cm^V'/, -> Wo
/c=l

î«

Я ^ ( 0 , /)

and
m

(3.12)

i/i,„ = Z ßkm^k -^ Wi in

L2(0, /) .
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The initial problem (3.9)^(3.10) has for any m e/V exactly one solution
To obtain à priori (energy) estimates let us multiply (3.9) by g'pn and sum on j .
Using then the Schwarz inequality, the inequality
(3.13)

^^ ^ e^2 _^ 1 ^2 (^^ ^ e ^^ e > o)
4s

and integrating from 0 to r we arrive at the following estimate:
(3.14)

\uUtf

+ ||«„(0P + 2a Г |«:„(T)|^ dT + fe Г | « ; ( Т ) Р dz ^
Jo

йЫ'+\\ио4'

Jo

+ 1\'\Ш\\1а^'

f6[0,T].

The sequences ||wom|| and ||wi^|| are bounded owing to (3.11) and (3.12). Thus,
taking into account the assumption (3.5) we get the à priori estimates

K(ONc, ||t..(ONc, Jj|u;(0

dt й C,

where the constant С is independent of m and t.
Now we pass to the hmit. The usual weak sequential compactness argument (see
e.g. Taylor [35]) yields the existence of a subsequence {u^} of the sequence {u^}
and an element и e L«,(0, T; Я^(0, /)) such that u' e L2(0, T; Я^(0, /)) n L^(0, T;
L2(0, /)) and
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)

u^ -^ и

weakly star in

M; -^ w' weakly in
u'^ -> u'

L^{0, T; Н1(0, /)) ,

L2(0, T; Я^(0, /)),

weakly star in

L^{0, T; L2(0, /)).

It is a matter of routine to check that и satisfies the relation (3.8). The initial con
ditions are satisfied as well. In fact, since u^-^ и and u'^ -^ u' both weakly in
£2(0, T; Яо(0, /)) we get by using the embedding stated in Lemma 1 that u^{0) -> w(0)
weakly in Я^(0, /). But w^,(0) = UQ^ and WQ/I ~^ ^0 i^ ^o(^j 0 ^^ that w(0) — UQ.
Likewise, by means of (3.16), (3.9) and (3.12) we get w'(0) = u^.
Let us observe that the uniqueness of the solution implies that all convergent
subsequences of {u^} converge (in the above described sense) to the same element и
and this in turn implies that the sequence {w^} itself is convergent.
It remains to show the continuous dependence of the solution on the data UQ, U^,
and g. But this is a consequence of the inequality (3.14). This completes the proof of
the theorem.
4, Exponential decay of the energy. In this section we derive an important con
sequence of the presence of the strongly dissipative term —bUfxx ^^ the equation
(3.1).
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Let us denote X = L2(0, /) x H^^{0, Î) and define an operator A: D^ a X -^ X by
^л = Я^(0, О X Я^(0, О
and
А\и, v\ = \^ — v, —Au ~ b Av + av] .
Equation (3.1) can be converted to a first-order system in X of the form
U, + AU = G,

(4.1)

where U = [u, v] and G = [0, g'].
It follows from the results of the previous section that for any [UQ, Wi] G HQ{0, Г) x
X L2(0, /) there exists a unique solution
Г

я

\_

ot

и = h^(wo,Wi,0),

"1

-Цио,и,,0)\
J

of the equation (4.1) with g = 0 satisfying U(0) == [UQ, WJ and bounded on (0, oo).
Moreover, setting
U{t) = S{t) [uo, I/J

(4.2)

and denoting by ||j »JIJ the norm in the space ^(Hl(0, I) x L2(0, /)) of linear bounded
operators on Hl{0, I) x L2(0, /), there exists a positive constant M^ such that
|||S(^)||| g Ml

for any f ^ 0.

We shall actually demonstrate that this bound can be strengthened to
j|jS;^)||| S Me"""' for any t

^0,

where M and a are positive constants.
Let us multiply (in the sense of (% •)) the second equation of the system (4.1)
(with ^ = 0) by i; + ou with ô > 0. We get

l U w r + Ht)r + 2ô{vit),um +
2 at
. +ôi\v{tf

+ \\u{t)\\^+2ô{v{t,)u{t))) =

= -b{{v[t), v(t) + Ô «(;))) -{a-

2Ô) {v{t), v(t) + Ô u{t)).

Thus,

К0Р + 11Ч0Г + 2Ф(0.«(0) =
= e-''%\u,\' + ||«of + 2о(и,, uo)) + 2 Г е-^^('->[,-%(т), .(т) + <5 u(r))) - (a - 2(5) {v{i:), V{T) + ô м(т))] dr , t ^ О .
Using the inequahties
|«<| ^ тс"'/!/..!,

«.еЯ^(0,/)
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and (3.13) we get from the preceding formula the following inequality that holds
for 0 < ^ < min {пГ\
2'^n^r^b):
(.1 - n-4o){\ü{tf

+ \\u{t)\\') ^ (1 + ж'Чо)с-''Ч\и,\^
ЬЧ^

. (4 + a) l^^

4{bn^ - 2Щ

4v}

+ \\uo\\') +

|l«(x)|P +

1<^)Г] dz

Denote
Cj = (1 + %'4S){\
с-, = ô

- П-ЧО)''

,

b4^

(4 + a) f

_A{bn^ - 2fô)

A%^

'

+ 1 (1 - л"^fô)-^

and pick out й > О so small that c^ > 0 and 0 < Cj < 1. Then
S{t) й cj 4 0 ) + 2<5c2 j S{T) dT
and the Gronwall lemma yields

S{t) й c^e^'^'" Щ .
Hence
\v[tf

+ \\u{t)\\' й c i e - ^ n l « ! ^ + 11"о1Г)

where a = (5(1 — C2) > 0. In other words, we have proved the following assertion.
Lemma 3. There exist constants M > 1 and a > 0 such that
(4.3)

j|S(0||| S Me~^' for all

Г ^ 0.

5. Periodic solutions — the linear case. In addition to the assumptions (3.4)—(3.7)
let us assume that g is co-periodic, i.e.
(5.1

gEL2{co;H-'{0,l)).

According to Theorem 1 the solution of (3.1) —(3.3) will be ш-periodic if and only
if the initial data [UQ, UJ] will be reproduced at the time t = со, i.e. if and only if
(5.2)

м(а>) = ^/(wo, и^,д) (со) = UQ ,
u{œ)

= - - ^1/{UQ, Wi, g) {(D) = u^

ot
Putting
^(O,0,^)(cü),-^(0,0,^)(co)
ôt
and using the definition (4.2) of S[t) ,we easily see that the system (5.2) is equivalent to
(5.3)
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Uo = S(ffl)Uo + s

for UQ = [WQ, t/j] e Hl(0, I) X L2(0, /). Let us note that the element s belongs to
the space Яо(0, /) x £2(0, /) (by Lemmas 1 and 2).
The existence and uniqueness of a solution to (5.3) can be proved by means of
(4.3) and of the following lemma which is an easy consequence of the Banach contraction principle.
Lemma 4. Let В be a Banach space and L e ^{B), Let there exist a positive in
teger n such that |||^"||U(B) < 1- Then for any ?/e В the equation ./• = 1ж + j /
has exactly one solution ж. Moreover, there exists a constant С > 0 [independent
of y) such that ||ж||д ^ С|.^||вWe apply this lemma with В = Я^(0, /) x £2(0, /) and L = S[œ). Since S"(co) =
= S{nco) (n e N) we see from (4.3) that there is a positive integer n such that

li!s"Hlll < 1 •
Thus, there exists a unique couple \UQ, u^~\e HQ(0, I) x L2(0,/) satisfying (5.3).
Moreover, by Lemma 4 and Theorem 1 we have

where с > 0 is independent of g.
Let us summarize our results.
Theorem 2. Let
(5.4)

a ^0,

(5.5)

b > 0,

geL2{œ;H-\0,l)).

Then there exists exactly one function
и E H\œ; Я^(0, /))
satisfying (3.1) (for a.e. t).
Moreover, denoting
и = Жg ,
X is a linear continuous mapping of L2(co; H~^(0, /)) into Я^(а>; HQ{0, /)). More
precisely, Ж is a topological isomorphism of
L2{co; H-\0,

/))

onto

H\co; Я^(0, /)) n H\œ; Я " \ 0 , /)).

R e m a r k . The bijectivity property stated in the preceding theorem makes a sub
stantial distinction between our equation and the hyperbolic equations with Ь = 0.
For the latter ones such a result is not true (cf. e.g. [19]).
6. Periodic solutions — tlie попИкеаг case. Let the assumptions (5.4) and (5.5)
be satisfied. Let /j_ and /2 be two functions
f{t, X, y, z): R x\f),l']x

R^ -^ R

(i = 1, 2)
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with the following properties:
(6.1) fi{t, X, •, •) 15 continuous on R^ for almost all (t, x)e Ê x [0, l~\,
(6.2) /i(% •, J, z) is measurable on R x [0, /] for all fixed (y, z) e Я"^,
(6.3) /i is (jo-periodic with respect to t.
The objective of this section is to set forth some sets of sufficient conditions on /^
and/2 in order that the problem (1.1) and (1.2) may have an co-periodic solution u.
The solution is meant in the sense that и e H^(œ; Н1(0, /)), both /i(% •, w, u') and
^fii'^ •? ^? ^0 belong to L2(co; H~^{0, /)) and
l-{u\

cp') + {{u, (p)) + a{u\ (p) + b{{u\ (p)) 4-

+ (/1, ф) - (Л, V(/)) - {g, (p)] dt = 0
for all (p G L2{œ; Я^(0, /)) n H\œ; L2(0, /)).
We rewrite the equation (1.1) in the form
(6.4)

u" - Au + au' - Abu' = g - F(u),

where
F{u) = F,{u) + VF,(«)
and
Fi{u) =fi{',

-,u,u').

Then we use the results of the preceding section. By Theorem 2 a function w is a solution if and only if w is a fixed point of the operator
(6.5)

Jf{g - F{u))

in the space
W = H\œ; Я^(0, /)) n Я^(со; Я " ^0, /)).
We apply the Schauderfixed-pointtheorem. To this end, under suitable assumptions
on /1 and /2 we derive that
1"" F is a completely continuous mapping of W^into L2(co; Я~^(0, /)) which ensures
by Theorem 2 that (6.5) is a completely continuous mapping of Ж into itself,
2"" there exists a non-empty bounded closed convex subset of W which is invariant
under the mapping (6.5). This subset will be a ball with its center at the origin and
with a suitably chosen radius.
We shall need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 5. The embedding
H\œ;Hl,{0,l))QC{lp,œ]
is compact,
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x [0,1])

Proof follows from Arzela's theorem, the relation
u{t,, xi) - u{t2, X2) =

W,,(T, (^) dc^ dr +

J t2 J 0

wi^a, ^) d^

J X2

and Lemma 1.
Lemma 6. T/z^ embedding
L^ico; Hj(0, 0) n Я^(со; Я-^О, /)) Q ^^(co; b2(0, /))
is compact.
Proof see [26], p. 58.
Let us make the following assumption:
(6.6) there exist constants cj^, 0 ^ (Т^ ^ 1 and functions Qt, hi, Pt and q^ {i = 1, 2)
such that g, e L2{Q), Q = (0, со) x (0, /), h^ e Ь^/^-.^Сб) (^oo(ß) if (^i = 1),
Ph Qi'- [Ö, 00) -> [0, 00) are non-decreasing and
|/,(f, X, y, z)\ й PM

\giit, x)\ + ql\y\) \hlt, x)\ l2|-

for almost all {t, x) e Q and all {y, z) e R'^.
Now, let Un G W, ||w„|| ^ Го and u„-^ и in Ж weakly. In virtue of Lemmas 5 and 6,
w„ -> w in C{Q) and u'„ -^ u' in L2{Q). Taking into account the assumptions (6.1)
and (6.2) we infer that
Fi{u„) -^ Fi{u) in measure on Q .
Using the assumption (6.6) and Young's inequality
,,ай-^^
+ ^ — ^^/^^"^^
P
P
we get in the case cr^ e [0, 1)

(^ ^ 0, ^ ^ 0, p > 1)

|F,(u„) {t, x) - F,(«) (^, x)P ^ 3(4;,f(vro) |5,(î, x)|^ +
+ 2(1-a;)

q^{vr,)\hlt,xf'^'-'"^

+

+ <yiqK^ro){\u'„{t,xf + \u'{t,x)\'))
where
sup |^(^, x)| ^ v||^||p^,

€^EW,

(t,x)eQ

which shows that the functions |F,.(M„) — ^;(м)|^ have uniformly absolutely continu
ous integrals (it is immediate that the same is true if o-f = 1) and by the classical
theorem of Vitali (see [30]),

\Flu„){t,x)-Flu){t,x)\^xdt^O
Jo Jo

as n -» 00. It is now easy to see that F(u„) ->• F(u) in L2{(o; H~^(0,1)). So, (6.5) is
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V, completely continuous mapping of Ж into itself.
Let us next assume \\u\\w g r. With regard to {6.6) and using Holder's inequality
(dropping the space index in norms if no confusion seems possible) we get
\\jf{g - F{u))\\^ g |!|jr|||
-11/2

ГС» f'

+ п~Ч\\

\ {p,{vr)\g,\

+ q,{vr)\h,\\u'\'"ydxdt\

+

+ Г Г f iP2(vr) I02I + qiivr) \h,\ {u'l^^y dx dtT'l
•I

+

n-4^(2)q,{vr)fr

+ V(2)€2(vr)(rf

й

\l/2

l/iiNuf<"dxdn

+

|/î,n«f-dxdA

й |||jr||| (ll^ll + n~4 v'(2) p,{vr) \\g,l^,Q, + V(2) p,{vr) \\д,1,_^^, +
+ n-H^(2)g,(vr)

| | M . , / ^ , _ „ , , ( e ) ' - + J{2) q,{vr) ||й.||.,^,,_,^,,с)'-^1 •

By applying the Schauder fixed-point theorem we obtain the following
Assertion. / / there exists VQ > 0 such that
(6.7)

infill {||Êf|| + 7Г-1/V(2) ll^ijl p,(vro) + V(2) l^^ll Piivro) +
+ 7 t - 4 V(2) \\h4 q,(vro) rl' + V(2) \\h,\\ q,{vro) r - } й r^

then
(6.8) there exists ueW=

H\œ\

Я^(0, /)) n H\œ; Н'^О,

I)) satisfying

(6.4),

In the next theorem we introduce two sets of conditions on functions pi and q,
under which (6.7) takes place.
Theorem 3. Let the assumptions (5.4), (5.5), (6.1) —(6.3) and (6.6) be satisfied.
Then each of the following conditions I and II implies (6.8):
I-

Pi{^) = ö(^) ^ -> 00,

qi{r) = o{r^~''') r -> 00
{if cr. =r 1 for i = 1 and I or i = 2 then in the latter condition replace о by O,
assuming moreover that sup ^j(r) /5 sufficiently small, J = (0, 00));
reJ

IL Pi{r) = o{r) r -^ 0 + ,
qlr) = olr^-""') r - > 0 +
and \\g\\ is sufficiently small {with the same modification
J is now a right neighbourhood of O)
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as in I if a-, = 1;

P r o o f follows from the preceding Assertion when choosing the radius TQ suf
ficiently large (cond. I) or sufficiently small (cond. II).
In the end we give a few simple examples:
a) F{u) {t, x) = f{t, X, u, Ut)
a n d / i s continuous and bounded (or, more generally, sublinear in the variable u),
b) F{u) (r, x) = gj^{t, x)uP, p > и Qj^e 12(00; £2(0, /)), g = 0 (cond. II),
c) F{u){t, x) = Aw^ p > 1, llö^ll sufficiently small, ÀeR,
d) F(^u) [t, x) = Àhj^(t, x) Uf sin u, h^ e £ ^ ( 6 ) , |Я| sufficiently small,
e) F{u) (t, x) = g2{t) \u\'-^ u^, p > 1, 0^2 e L2{co; R), g = 0,
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